The attached paper, "The Electromagnetic Spectrum in LIC" by Capt. Paul E. Tyler, United States Navy, is perhaps unique in the declassified military literature. Here is a medical doctor and scientist (assigned at that time to the Naval Medical Research and Development Command) lecturing a military audience on the potential military applications of electromagnetic radiation (EMR), and as he says, "many studies ... published in the last few years indicate that specific biological effects can be achieved by controlling the various parameters of the electromagnetic (EM) field." In fact, we regard this paper as so important in the chain of evidence establishing the existence of an Electronic Concentration Camp System that if our Archive consisted of only two documents, the Tyler paper would surely be one of them!

Early on I presented this paper to a skeptic for his reaction. He remarked to me after reading it (and having doubtlessly been surprised that it had been published in the open literature at all) that it stops one inch short of calling for unconsented human experiments. My reply to him today would be that there was no reason to call for un-consented human experiments in 1984 because such experiments had been proceeding quietly since at least 1976, a fact of which Capt. Tyler would certainly have been aware.

It was the possession of this paper which led to our placing those advertisements in 1990 which we have mentioned before, and all that has ensued. Our eternal gratitude to Lou Wolf, then editor of Covert Action Bulletin, who supported us early on and suggested we take our search for documentation to the National Security Archive (then located in a nearby building occupied by the Brookings Institution), and to Eddie Becker, then employed by the National Security Archive, who remembered having seen the Tyler paper in a book recently acquired by his employer - and hunted it down for us.